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The Spanner is the

monthly newsletter of
the BBCC.
Articles, pictures, ideas,
etc. are welcomed and
are to be submitted
by the 20th of each
month for inclusion in
the next
month’s newsletter.
Forward items to:
Allen Bachelder.
By email at
bachldrs@comcast.net
or by post to:
3330 Deerwood Drive
North Street, Michigan,
USA, 48049-4405

The Bluewater British Car Club
promotes interest in acquiring, driving, maintaining, &
restoring all makes of British, and European Classics.
Membership is open to anyone with an interest in
British and European cars. Meetings are held monthly,
every 2nd Wednesday,
6:00 dinner, meeting 7:30 P.M. In addition, monthly club,
driving and social events are
scheduled throughout the year.

2020 Club Executive
President: Mark Jones, mowog73@gmail.com
Vice Pres: Michael Walton,
michael.walton933563@gmail.com
Treasurer: Chris Gardner, cgardner5@cogeco.ca
Secretary: Sandra Cronk, kindermomma@hotmail.com
Events Coordinator: Vacant
Spanner Editor: Allen Bachelder, bachldrs@comcast.net

First Event Of The Season…
By Kim Rutherford
Thanks to all who came on our
summer road trip . A jaguar XK,
an MGF, an MGB, a Mercedes
Benz and a land Rover Defender
showed up. I tried to find some
interesting roads, with at least
one hill and a curve - which I
think we accomplished . The best
I could do was the quaint little
community of Hungry Hollow; its
entrance being a steep descent
with heavy tree coverage creating
a tunnel . Next, a quick stopover
in Park Hill at the Tim Horton's for
a drink and a bathroom break .
Moving along through Park Hill ,
we stopped at the Park North of
town , spent a few minutes just
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to get out of the car and take
some pictures . Onward now
towards Grand Bend , taking the
Bypass and ending up at the
Grog Restaurant in Northville . A
good meal was had by all
followed by each person taking
their best way home .
Cheers,
Kim and Laura .

From the President’s Garage…
Mark Jones
Last month we tried to hold a monthly meeting, unfortunately it didn’t
go so well. Michael sat around waiting for guests that never arrived.
Maybe it was too soon; we had only just gone into stage 2. I think a
big part for the failure was my fault for not sending out a reminder
about the meeting at Michael’s house. ‘ Sorry Michael.
You will recall that I sent out an email asking if people were interested
in an August meeting and I did get enough positive responses that we
are holding an August monthly meeting at our house in Corunna (we
are now in stage 3). We will be sitting out back and do have a number of chairs but if
you think of it please bring one along. We will get together at our normal time of 7:30.
Come September, we may revert back to a Zoom Noggin and Natter.
Don’t forget about our 2020 driving challenge. If you need me to resend you the list of
locations to get a picture of your car in front of, just drop me an email.
Last but not least, Kim and Laura put together a wonderful club drive a few weeks back;
thanks Laura and Kim.

Mark
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
2020
AUGUST

12 Monthly Meeting at Judy & Mark's
TBD Rally - Allen & Florrie Cancelled. Possible Reschedule in October

SEPTEMBER

4 to 6 Weekend Trip to the Bruce Peninsula -Judy & Mark
9 Monthly Meeting - The Bay Waterfront Grill. Dinner at 6pm,
Meeting at 7:30 pm
TBD Car Collection in Thamesville - Bill Vandenheuval
11-13 Huron Steam and Thresher Show, Blyth
13 Battle of the Brits, Freedom Heights, MI Cancelled:
https://www.lightningcustoms.com/events/battle-brits/
20 Bronte British Car Show?? Cancelled:
http://www.torontotriumph.com/BCD/

OCTOBER

4 Pinery Market and lunch in Bayfield - Janet & Michael Kurasz
14 Monthly Meeting - The Bay Waterfront Grill. Dinner at 6pm,
Meeting at 7:30 pm

NOVEMBER

11 Monthly Meeting - The Bay Waterfront Grill. Dinner at 6pm,
Meeting at 7:30 pm

DECEMBER

6 Christmas Brunch: Noon
No Monthly Meeting

Clutch Chatter…
Allen Bachelder
Our driving season would normally be half over by now. This
year it has only just started with a splendid drive hosted by
Kim and Laura Rutherford. We had wondered if the BBCC
(Bluewater Butterfly Car Cocoon) would ever open this
season, but under the most trying of circumstances, it did so
magnificently with Kim and Laura’s thoughtful guidance, and
the Beautiful British Butterflies that we know by the names of
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MG, Triumph, Austin Healey, Jaguar, and the like.
Unfortunately, the international border running down the center of the St Clair River has
become a formidable barrier to those of us on the West Side. We can see the grapes of
Aesops Fables, but alas we cannot reach them any more than did the fox. In the
meantime, the Bachelders can only sit in their British cars, wiggle the steering-wheel
and vocalize some “Vroom vroom” sounds.
But quite a bit has been going on at our Spring Creek Home For Wayward MGs.
Fortunately, we love being out there, and many hours of our quarantine have
disappeared with our every visit. Will the oncoming weeks, months, years? of COVID 19
seclusion follow suit? The jury is still out. Back in March, July seemed so distant; surely
it would all be over by then. Plans are still on the books for the Bachelders to attend the
Southeast British Car Festival in our state of Georgia in mid-September. But those of
you who follow US news know that the state of Georgia is currently one of the worst-hit
coronavirus locations in North America. Not an alluring recreational site. Regrettably,
political solutions do not solve medical problems.
But hey; back to that haven known as
Spring Creek Home For Wayward MGs.
All four of our MGs have received some
attention during our hiatus. Our MGC/GT
has received some interior upgrades. On
the outside, it still shows lot’s of patina meaning it desperately needs paint.
Some day… But inside it has new side
panels and door “cards” to go with the
“new” upholstery installed by the
previous owner - perhaps less than 20
years ago.
It has a new custom
dashboard. We’re about to bore you to
death with pictures of it all.
But hey; here’s the really exciting news around Spring Creek Home For Wayward MGs:
after replacing a cracked head on our ’73 MGB/
GT, we have decided to convert from V-belts to
serpentine.
I know - how can you possibly
resist the urge to rush over here right now and
break a bottle of champagne over it!
And now the conversation turns technical. I
know it - you’re about to tear your hair out.
Why does that Bachelder guy persist in all this
technical crap trivia? Well, I’m about to offer
you two alternatives. You can either (1) write
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your own article for the Spanner that takes up enough space that I’ll need to cut back on
Clutch Chatter. This is a procedure known as defensive writing. Or (2) just skip the
rest. I promise, there will not be a quiz at the end of the unit. When Al Cronk has
finished reading it, he and I can continue the discussion by email.
Now Al, the reason for the serpentine belt: on my two air-conditioned MGs, the single Vbelt drives for the compressors have not been totally satisfactory. Most of the time they
do work OK, but when the compressor kicks on, or when pulling away from a stop-light,
a belt can let out such a shriek that everybody stares - and that’s really embarrassing.
Hopefully a serpentine belt system can spare me this humiliation.
“So what is a
serpentine belt?”,
thousands are
asking. Oh - they
aren’t asking? So,
we have a request
but I’m going to
continue this topic
anyway.
All the
way to the end…
😁
To understand what a serpentine belt is, you first have to understand V-belts.
Do you understand V-belts?
Me neither. On to the serpentine belts. They use different pulleys as shown above.
Except these pulleys are harmonic balancers. Got that? OK: H. A. R. M. O. N. I. C. B.
A. L. A. N. C. E. R. S. No, I don’t know why either. Now, do you see the larger round
one on the left? OK, do you see the smaller one on the right? Good. That part of
another one on the lower right? We’ll discuss that some other time. I’m excited too. But
did you notice something: which of these harmonic balancers is not like the other?
You’re right, it’s that bigger one on the left. It doesn’t fit.
Part of it needs to be cut off. “Torn asunder”, you might
say. Other folks might say “rendered”…. But if you go
into your local friendly machine shop and ask: “Will you
please render my harmonic
balancer?” - they might look
at you kinda funny.
Oh, by the way, that bigger
one on the left? It came in
this box.
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Now look at the last picture on page 6. Do you
see that part that sticks up in the middle?
What?
OK:
P. A. R. T. T. H. A. T. S. T. I. C. K. S. U. P. . .
It’s now been rendered. So has the thick part at
the bottom. Which you could see if I wasn’t so
cheap and had given you a decent-sized picture.
Just take my word for it. However it has yet to
meet its ultimate rendering.
In the picture on the right, you see clearly how it
ultimately turns out. And it’s not just pretty; it’s
functional. Or maybe it will be. ‘ See that
smaller pulley up above? That’s the one you only
saw a part of back there three or four pictures
ago. Now, start writing those articles or I’ll tell
the rest of this story next month.
‘ See you on the road…

PLEASE READ THIS
We have no idea how long the COVID 19 Pandemic might last. You will note that
most of our club events are NOT marked “CANCELLED”. Not yet anyway. Do note
that since the border will not open before August 21st, the Bachelders’ intended rally
must be cancelled. Should COVID fortunes change radically, we will consider
rescheduling in October.
The point is that there is no guarantee that we will not have to issue further
cancellations and/or postponements in the coming months. With all club events,
PRESUME NOTHING! Always verify club events in advance. We will get through
this.

Editor’s Note…
In these days of limited travel and cabin fever, it seems so pleasant to reflect on more
adventurous days when we roamed freely across the planet. Those were the days
when Kim and Laura Rutherford were free to meander on the backroads of New
Zealand. Their report, from the April 2009 edition of The Spanner is more than a call to
nostalgia, it is a beckoning to a positive future that we need to anticipate with
excitement. Enjoy!
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BBCC 20202 Driving Challenge
Since we can’t yet get together as a club for drives and social gathers, we are challenging you to
get out and drive your British or European car through a driving challenge. Visit the locations
below with your British or European car, provide the date and a picture of the location with
your car in the picture. There are 12 locations to visit in any order.
Please send the Challenge pictures with description and date visited by email to
mowog73@gmail.com (please put the wording ‘driving challenge’ in the subject line of the
email). We must have received your entries by the end of October.
The winner of the Challenge will receive a free Christmas brunch for two at the Club’s Christmas
brunch event on December 6 (location to be determined).
So, let’s get driving!

LOCATIONS TO BE VISITED IN 2020 by end of October
1. Town Hall or City Hall (other than of the municipality where you reside)
2. Business with a prominent neon sign
3. Roadside fruit or vegetable stand
4. Municipal airport (not Sarnia’s) – include sign identifying the airport
5. Old roadside motel (1940s, 50s or 60s vintage)
6. Museum
7. Next to a farm vehicle (no pickup trucks)
8. A Candy Store
9. Car junk yard, extra point for British (and not your own)
10. Show and shine
11. A Chip truck
12. Operating gas station with service bays (not a modern gas bar)
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Bluewater British and European Car Club
Membership Application/Annual Renewal form
Submit with your $20 dues payment at AGM January 11th, 2020
Name(s):
Address:
Province/State:
Email Address:

City:
Postal Code:
Phone:

*Car(s) Owned:
*Car(s) Owned: Please exclude your modern or non-collectible vehicles. Include only those
that support your membership in this club
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